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Abstract: In recent decades, the cloud computing contributes a prominent role in
health care sector as the patient health records are transferred and collected using
cloud computing services. The doctors have switched to cloud computing as it
provides multiple advantageous measures including wide storage space and easy
availability without any limitations. This necessitates the medical field to be rede-
signed by cloud technology to preserve information about patient’s critical dis-
eases, electrocardiogram (ECG) reports, and payment details. The proposed
work utilizes a hybrid cloud pattern to share Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy-Beth Israel Hospital (MIT-BIH) resources over the private and public cloud.
The stored data are categorized as significant and non-significant by Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN). The significant data undergoes encryption by Lagrange
key management which automatically generates the key and stores it in the hidden
layer. Upon receiving the request from a secondary user, the primary user verifies
the authentication of the request and transmits the key via Gmail to the secondary
user. Once the key matches the key in the hidden layer, the preserved information
will be shared between the users. Due to the enhanced privacy preserving key
generation, the proposed work prevents the tracking of keys by malicious users.
The outcomes reveal that the introduced work provides improved success rate
with reduced computational time.

Keywords: Cloud computing; homomorphic encryption; artificial neural network;
lagrange method; cryptography

1 Introduction

The development of cloud computing has emerged as a significant factor due to its improved scalability
and availability. Cloud computing exhibits unparalleled advantages and offers high efficiency and
convenience [1,2]. Due to the advantages like increased security, reliability, high processing and storage
ability, cloud computing is attracting more areas for the deployment of relevant applications and enables
the storage of big data [3–5]. It facilitates the access of health records of patients/users from anywhere
and at anytime. It permits the sharing, synchronization, storage and retrieval of data in cloud server [6].
Considering, health care applications, the privacy of the patient’s data has to be preserved and hence
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cloud storage is widely opted for this purpose. Numerous information related to heart beat, blood pressure
etc. are constructed and stored in the cloud [7,8]. The data thus sensed has to be processed and analysed for
providing enhanced care to patients in a prompt manner [9]. Moreover, the data has to be preloaded in the
data centers of the cloud prior to its application requested by the user. Added to this, high cost of data
transmission and extremely high response latency are to be considered in cloud related data transmission
[10]. Cloud computing also faces numerous cyberattacks and these attacks rely on the security objectives
and the threats faced. Although, basic security goals like integrity, confidentiality and availability are
achieved by cloud service provider, the users require additional or prioritized security requirements [11].
Thus cloud computing has emerged as the primary source for the challenges and vulnerabilities related to
security [12]. Numerous works have been carried out related to the secured data transfer in cloud
computing. In [13], fuzzy based data transfer is carried out in cloud using fuzzy identities and the process
of key generation is very simple with reduced computational complexity. The approach is lightweight and
efficient but concentrates only on encryption and decryption of data. A multi-objective scheduling
approach using fuzzy based resource allocation is proposed in [14] for the efficient transfer of data in
cloud. The suggested method considers the account reliability constraints and reduces the cost yet does
not checks the significance of the data. In [15], a hybrid approach is introduced for the improved data
security in cloud computing. A enhanced confidentiality and security of data is obtained in this work, but
the key distribution has to be solved since the keys are not hidden.An approach for privacy in data
sharing is proposed in [16] which uses Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) for improving the privacy
and data integrity. However, in this approach, every block is encrypted in the similar manner. In [17], a
privacy preserving data possession scheme is proposed based on identity using Rivest–Shamir–Adleman
(RSA) algorithm assumption. Although, this approach efficiently verifies the integrity, it can be further
enhanced in terms of security. A novel algorithm based on RSA is proposed in [18] to provide a secured
data transmission in cloud. It reduces the storage complexity and enables key distribution between
certified users, yet demands further improvement in security. The depiction of users searching the
resources is significantly provided in Fig. 1 in an efficient manner.

Figure 1: Users in search of finding resources
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On the whole, the proposed work contributes an efficient secured approach for the transmission of health
care data using cloud computing. The data stored in the cloud is categorized by ANN based on its significance
as significant and non-significant data. Later, the significant data are encrypted by Lagrange interpolation and
the encrypted data is stored in the hidden layers of ANN. When the secondary user provides a request for data,
the primary user verifies the request and forwards the key to the mail of the secondary user. Henceforth, a
privacy preserving and secured transmission of health care data is carried out in cloud.

2 Related Works

In [19], a novel hybrid cloud technique for sharing medical resources over a network is presented. In this
paper, due to the lack of proper data sharing and poor interoperability features, a hybrid cloud method has
been developed to induce effective data sharing. Even though the patients’ data is exchanged between
various providers, their privacy is not invaded. The issue arises with the consideration of a single
language for data sharing, which may result in dispute while applying a unified data format.

In [20], an identity-based proxy oriented method is discussed for uploading the data in the cloud. In this
paper, after examining various cryptography and algorithms, a new identity-based method has been proposed to
undergo secured and efficient data sharing via cloud platform. The Efficient-Provable Data Possession (PDP)
does not require any abundant encryption and it also allows the block renovation, deletion in an efficient
manner. Since only the file owner can delete the uploaded file, an issue in the key remembrance may occur.

A lightweight searchable public-key encryption is proposed in [21] for cloud-assisted wireless sensor
networks. In this paper, in order to increase the data confidentiality over the cloud storage which can help in
the reduction of risk in cybersecurity, a public-key encryption technique has been proposed. The three
structures used in this technique drastically reduce the complexity, the search tasks are examined for
completeness and the most effective content search is possible in this technique. However, without a keyword
search trapdoor, the eavesdropper may attack, as keywords are unknown and unpredictable to the cloud.

A key-aggregate cryptosystem is demonstrated in [22]. In this paper, to encourage scalable data sharing
and to allow a set of secret keys to be revealed, Key-Aggregate Cryptosystem (KAC) has been introduced. In
this approach, among the files which can be accessed, the secured files exempted from the set remain
confidential and effective. The performance is highly boosted as the pairings are reduced. While sharing a
different set of files with different people this approach declines to be flexible.

In [23], a resource efficient authentication scheme is proposed for remote users in Internet Of Things
(IOT), to achieve authentication for remote users. This facilitates the network entities and users for
establishing private session keys. This in turn provides indecipherable communication among the users
and network entities. The proposed approach provides enhanced security against a variety of malicious
attacks by providing informal security analysis. The authenticated encryption of data for resource
efficiency is not concentrated in this work and this requires further analysis.

In [24], an intelligent security is introduced for processing large-scale data with the adopting of column-
based approach. This approach provides improved security generating reduced impact on the data processing
performance. In this work, the personal data is masked and the sensitive data is encrypted by splitting it into
various parts with relevant to the sensitive level. This approach provides security with reasonable
computation time and prevents cloud provider to break complete data record during decryption. Anyway,
this approach did not consider various types of security levels for healthcare classification.

A modular encryption standard dependent on security measures with layered modeling is introduced in
[25] to provide security in requirement-oriented health information. The approach provides auxiliary
qualitative security ensuring measures along with improved performance and also restricts unwanted
attempt to access data. It also ensures the data confidentiality against any malicious outsider or hackers.
Inspite of these advantages, the proposed work concentrates only on textual data.
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3 Proposed ANN Crypto System

Analogizing with the traditional management system, cloud-based data storage is given high preference
because it has a remote storage system and centralized computing power. In today’s life, the medical field
generates almost 10 terabytes of digitalized data. The most sensitive data are ECG reports, angiograms,
and Computed Tomography (CT) scan report. These data should be secured at a high level. In this paper,
three common challenges are identified and need to be addressed. Security issues, privacy challenges, and
time consumption of uploading the health care data are the three prime challenges mentioned. To tackle
all these issues, the ANN and Lagrange interpolation method are employed in this work for secured key
generation. The first part is to identify whether the data is significant or not. To analogize between
significant and insignificant data, ANN is applied. Initially, the stored data is transformed into binary
format 0’s and 1’s. ANN analogizes by obtaining the binary value and the value in the hidden layer. The
output obtained by the subtraction operation is in the form of 0’s and 1’s in which 0 represents the
insignificant data and 1 represents the significant data. If the significant data is obtained, then it should be
kept secured by generating a key with the help of Lagrange’s method. The key is generated automatically
by using Lagrange method and the generated key is stored in the hidden layer of ANN. So ANN plays a
prominent role in this proposed work. On request for any information such as an angiogram, MRI report
from the server, easy downloading of information without the knowledge of the owner is not possible.
Hence, the user forwards a request message to the owner of the data through gamil. The block
representation of the introduced approach is evidently illustrated in Fig. 2.

If the user is known to be authenticated, the key will be forwarded to the requested client. If the key
matches with the key in the hidden layer, the requested client can download the information. This

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed approach
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proposed work achieves security and reduced time consumption of uploading information by using ANN. As
ANN has its internal memory, it speeds up the process and avoids trafficking.

4 Analogizing With Existing Cryptographic Techniques

In the existing works, public-key encryption approaches are used to uphold the incognito of healthcare
information in the cloud. The drawback of these approaches are that it permits the cloud service provider to
decrypt the sensitive healthcare data which may cause insecurity in turn. But in our work, it re-encrypts the
encrypted text and issues key to the users requesting access to the data. The content key encryption approach
is followed in other existing works. It permits the retrieval of the data by the users with a lawful license. Still
the major drawback in using this technique is that it grants permission to access rights based on user’s
identities. In this proposed work, this problem can be handled easily by the users to access the data. The
proposed approach here overcomes this problem because of the key generation and the apt usage of
generated key which is shared to different types of users. Only the authorized users can have the key
enabling the decryption of information. Fuzzy logic used in some works has the major drawback of using
external memory to perform the operations. If any information is to be uploaded at top speed, it cannot
support in such kind of situation. So this approach employs ANN which facilitates the sharing and
uploading at high speed.

4.1 Artificial Neural Network in Cloud Computing Security

In this proposed work, ANN plays a prominent role and has an internal memory to process the data
efficiently. In today’s life, people prefer the most efficient and fastest method to obtain any information
from the server. ANN tackles this demand and detects whether the information stored in the cloud is
significant or not. In ANN, a neuron acquires the input from various sources and it performs certain
operations to generate the output. To perform this process, it inherits four basic components.

Four basic components are,

� Accepts input.

� Process the inputs.

� Turn the processed input into an output.

� Electrochemical contact between neurons.

In ANN, each layer is interconnected and has a rudimentary structure where a few neurons “interact”
with an outside source to obtain the inputs. After obtaining the input, it performs some mathematical
operation between the input and hidden layers and the obtained result is transferred to the output layer.
Layers of ANN is shown in Fig. 3

In the proposed work, the foremost step is to identify whether the medical-related information stored in
the cloud is significant or not. This proposed work follows a hybrid pattern and in the cloud, sensitive and
non-sensitive data are analyzed and kept accordingly in a private, public, and hybrid cloud. Hybrid is nothing
but both public and private. In the private cloud, personal health records such as angiogram, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), and ECG reports are kept very secure. The data which are not considered as
too sensitive is kept in the public cloud. To analogize between these data, ANN is applied. ANN
performs this operation by obtaining the input in the form of 0’s and 1’s and it takes the value in the
hidden layer. While training the data, if the data found in the cloud is personal, the value in the hidden
layer will not be assigned. Automatically, the hidden layer takes the value as ‘0s’ and the input value will
be 1’s. For example, the value in the input layer is 1111 and the value in the hidden layer is 0000. By
performing a subtraction operation, it generates the output as 1111. If the obtained output is ‘1’ then it
indicates that the stored information is significant whereas ‘0’ represents an insignificant data. In this
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work, ANN performs a lateral inhibition technique. When the result is needed in terms of values in the output
layer this technique is followed and it is applied in the output layer. After detecting the data, an encryption
technique has to be performed. If the data is found to be a personal health record, a key has to be generated to
preserve the information from the third party and the key is generated by using Lagrange’s interpolation
method. Further, the generated key is stored in the hidden layer of ANN. It obtains the key via the input
layer from the requested client and it identifies whether the key matches with the key in the hidden layer.
If it matches, it shows the result through the output layer. The interconnection between these layers has a
great influence over the operation.

4.1.1 Feedforward Neural Network
The present work has proposed a security technique that could be amalgamated on various clouds. This

work contains significant components, in which the transmission of information over the network is
monitored, retrieved and analyzed to detect malicious behavior. The obtained information is forwarded to
the feed-forward network. It integrates a feed-forward network and encryption system and its operation is
done as follows. It is initially shifted to the user’s machine and an activation operation takes place to
generate the result. This approach does not permit to retrieve user’s significant data and it is intact against
malicious attack. In other existing works, cryptographic techniques are implemented. In total,
32 cryptographic keys have been used. Alternately putting these 32 keys, the personal health records can
be easily downloaded from the server. In this current work, the key used is in 128 bit (2128 bits) and the
tracking of key is highly complicated.

4.1.2 Secret Key Generation Using Lagrange Polynomial
The present work demonstrates the generation of secret key adopting Lagrange interpolation and the

flow chart of this approach is clearly portrayed in Fig. 4. A minimum threshold number of nodes is used
in the cluster with modulo arithmetic in Lagrange based approach.

Figure 3: Layers in ANN
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Figure 4: Flowchart

STEP 1: Generation of key

Consider GF pð Þ indicating a polynomial equation

Select C0;C2; . . . . . . :;Ck�1

G xð Þ ¼ C0X
0 þ C1X

1 þ . . .Ct�1X
t�1

� �
mod p

Here, G 0ð Þ ¼ C0

Further, the partial key is provided to the sign-in id.

Si ¼ F idið Þ (1)

Using Lagrange interpolation the polynomial is computed as follows,

F xð Þ ¼Pk
i¼1

yi p1�j�k , j 6¼ i

¼ x� xj
xi � xj

(2)

If G 0ð Þ ¼ C0 ¼ S, the shared key is indicated as,

K ¼
Xk
i¼1

DiYi (3)
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Di ¼ p
1 � j � k; j 6¼ 1

xj
Xj � Xi

(4)

Using a minimum threshold, the secret key is created as,

F 0ð Þ ¼ a0mod p ¼ secret key

STEP 2: Encryption

The Integral transformation is used for performing encryption which provides protection for medical-
related data. Considering 0 � t < 1, the integral function is given by,

L f tð Þf g ¼ F sð Þ ¼ f tð Þe�stdt: (5)

L�1 F sð Þf g ¼ f tð Þ (6)

Here L�1 represents the inverse integral transform.

The conditions satisfied by the linear integral transformation is given by,

1: L f tð Þ � g tð Þf g ¼ L f tð Þf g � L g tð Þf g (7)

2: Lfd1f tð Þ ¼ d1L f tð Þf g (8)

Here, d1 indicates a constant.

To provide security and confidentiality in data transfer, integral transformation is done in the
proposed work.

A B C D – – Z

0 1 2 3 – – 25

Using exponential function,

ekx ¼ 1þ kx

1!
þ kxð Þ2

2!
þ kxð Þ3

3!
þ . . . ; (9)

K denotes a real number.

Multiplying by x on both sides,

xekx ¼ x 1þ kx

1!
þ kxð Þ2

2!
þ kxð Þ3

3!
þ . . .

 !
; (10)

xekx ¼ x1þ kxx

1!
þ x kxð Þ2

2!
þ x kxð Þ3

3!
þ . . . ; (11)

K indicates the Lagrange secret key.

Considering a normal text,

f xð Þ ¼ pxekx ¼ p0x1þ p1
kxx

1!
þ p2

x kxð Þ2
2!

þ p3
x kxð Þ3
3!

þ . . . ; (12)
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pxekx ¼ x

 
p01þ p1

kxx

1!
þ p2

kxð Þ2
2!

þ p3
kxð Þ4
3!

þ . . . ;

!
(13)

f xð Þ ¼
X1
n¼0

pn
2nxnþ1

n!

� �

Integrating on both sides,

Lf xð Þ ¼ L Pxekx
� � ¼ L x p01þ p1

kxx

1!
þ p2

kxð Þ2
2!

þ p3
kxð Þ3
3!

þ . . .

 !
;

( )
(14)

L f xð Þf g ¼ G0

sn
þ G1

S3
þ G2

s4
þ G4

s6
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

� �
(15)

Data encryption by modular arithmetic operation:

Two similar numbers ‘a’ and ‘b’ with their difference exactly divisible by n are denoted as

A ¼ b modnð Þ: (16)

Ci = Gi mod 26

Ci = Gi − 26di

All di

where ‘i’ value ranges from 0,1,2,…n.

C0, C1, C2, C3 …………Cn are the encrypted text of the normal text.

STEP 3: Decryption

Mathematical computations are performed for decrypting the encrypted data and is indicated as,

Gi ¼ ci þ 26di (17)

where ‘i’ = 0 to n.

L f xð Þf g ¼ G0

s1
þ G1

S3
þ G2

s4
þ G3

s5
þ G4

S6

� �
(18)

Use Lagrange interpolation produce session key for taking inverse transform and create p0; p1; p2 . . . pn.

Three phases for secured information transmission in this proposed work are given as follows.

Phase 1: Generation of secret key

� Use a random number generator for creating node id.

� Produce a secret key using node id.

� Use a fixed threshold number of node id for recreating secret key.

� Select c0, c1, c2, ck-1∈GF(p).

g xð Þ ¼ c0x0 þ c1x1 þ c2x2 þ . . .þ ct�1x
t�1

� 	
mod p

Total count of users = N;

for ðk ¼ 0; k < t; k þþÞ
{
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Id[i];

}

for ðk ¼ 0; k < t; k þþÞ
{

cr = 1;

pr = 1;

for ðm ¼ 0;m < t;mþþÞ
{

if ðm 6¼ kÞ
{

cr = cr * (x − id[j]);

pr = pr * (id[i]) − id[j]);

g(x) = (cr/pr) * Fid[i]));

}

Sk = g(x) mod p;

Phase 2: Encryption

The actual information is transformed into an alternative form named ciphertext in this process. The
information can be deciphered and accessed only by authorized parties. Encryption denies the intelligible
content as interceptor and does not prevent interference by itself. The information can be decrypted very
easily without possessing the key. In contrast, a well-designed encryption technique is followed in this
work which requires considerable computational resources and skills. The representation of this process is
illustrated in Fig. 5 in an efficient manner.

Figure 5: Encryption

� A secret key gets generated using Lagrange polynomial.

� To encrypt the information, the generated key is used in integral transform.

� The encrypted data is finally generated.
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Phase 3: Decryption

The original data is retrieved in this process.

� Create a secret key by using shared partial information.

� Decrypt the message back to the original information using inverse integral.

5 Results and Discussion

In this paper, the privacy enhancement of 128-bit Lagrange interpolation based key generation is done
by artificial neural network. MIT-BIH dataset is used as input data of cloud and the approach is simulated in
Netbeans software.

5.1 Enabling Identity

To enable the identity, initially the user has to login by using the login id and password as represented
in Fig. 6.

After login, the registration form appears, which is depicted in Fig. 7. In the registration form, the user
has to fill in the information such as name, login id, and password.

The portal for retriever login is shown in Fig. 8. The retriever has to enter his/her login id and password.

5.2 Portal for Admin Login

The admin login page is clearly illustrated in Fig. 9 in an optimal manner.

After the login process over, Key generation is performed. 128 private key gets generated by clicking the
button. As the generated key is 2128 bit,cracking the key is impossible for the hackers. It is clearly portrayd
in Fig. 10.

Figure 6: User login
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Figure 7: Registration form

Figure 8: Retriever login

Figure 9: Admin login
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5.3 Encryption

To encrypt the file, the key has to be entered as represented in Fig. 11. If the key matches with the key in
the hidden layer of ANN the requested user can upload the needed data.

5.4 Decryption

To decrypt the ciphertext, the secret key which is shared already has to be entered and the content has to
be changed back to its normal form as depicted in Fig. 12.

5.5 Performance Metrics

The graphs in Figs. 13 and 14 clearly show the duration of time to generate the key. While multiple users
access the information from the cloud, it generates a key in a short interval of time. This proposed work
works well in acheiving time consumption of generating a key to encrypt and decrypt the message.

Time consumption for encryption and decryption indicates that the gradual increase of the time is
depending upon the file size and it shows that it consumes less time in performing this operation. Figs.
15 and 16 significantly illustrate the time consumption of encryption and decryption.

Figure 10: Key generation

Figure 11: Encrypted file
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Figure 12: Decrypted file

Figure 13: Time taken for creating a key

The demonstration of the SeSPHR scheme is also validated with [14] and [25] by concerning its
turnaround time related to encryption and decryption, which is significantly depicted in Fig. 17.
Turnaround time for encryption is computed using,

TT up ¼ tEnc þ tup (19)

where tenc and tup denotes the encrypted time

Turnaround time for decryption is computed by using the equation,

Tt�down ¼ tdec þ tdown: (20)
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Figure 14: Time taken for creating a key

Figure 15: Time to perform encryption

Figure 16: Time to perform decryption
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Here, ANN secures the highest score, once the requested user can retrieve the service preference of its
client quickly, it can satisfy the user at a top-notch. The initial thing to be concerned about is the decision
threshold of gratification which performs detecting whether a transaction is favorable or contradictory.
The lower threshold gains a high-level of achievement in analogizing the rate and satisfaction.
Conversely if there is over time for a higher threshold, then some precise resource classification condition
will be performed and the success rate and satisfaction get raised steadily. However, when the user
prefers the gradual raise from low to high, the influences of the different transaction threshold will be
steadily approaching within the given amount of time. The graphs representing the comparison outcomes
of convergence ratio and user satisfaction are evidently depicted in Figs. 18 and 19.

Figure 17: Comparison of turnaround time eSPHR with [14] and [25]

Figure 18: The comparison of convergence ratio
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Figs. 20 and 21 show the effect of various decision factors in the success ratio of service matching in an
optimal manner.

The graph in Fig. 22 clearly indicates that the ratio of success is relatively exaggerated though there is a
larger number of felonious users.

Figure 20: A success ratio of service matching based on the different decision threshold

Figure 19: The comparison of user satisfaction
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6 Conclusion

Nowadays, smart healthcare services provide a great asset and it is dominantly used by health care
organizations. The health care data stored in the cloud, is highly susceptible to threats and breaches. So a
high level security is essential to safeguard the data from unauthorized users. The present work proposes
an advanced framework for cloud services. This advanced framework has the proficiency to improve the
cloud security which shares the health care data over the network. The proposed algorithm achieves high
security and protection by using Lagrange polynomial for the generation of secret key which performs
the encryption and decryption. The main advantage of using Lagrange is that it generates the key

Figure 21: A success ratio of user satisfaction

Figure 22: The effect of trust on transaction ratio of success
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automatically without any interference thus preventing tracking by hackers. ANN performs effective
classification of data based on its significance improving privacy and security. This proposed cloud based
mechanism results in enhanced success rate, convergence ratio and user satisfaction indicating efficient
security and privacy preserving in health care data.
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